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Installation Guide
A how-to-guide on installing the Optergy Air transceiver. 

When used together with the Optergy Air sensor range and 

the Optergy P864 controller, these components can measure 

and communicate an environment’s metrics. The number and 

type of these metrics depend upon which model of sensor is 

used.

Optergy Air Transceiver (BG-1000)
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Read these instructions carefully before installing and commissioning the device. Failure to follow these 

instructions may result in product damage. Do not use in an explosive or hazardous environment, with 

combustible or flammable gases, as a safety precaution or emergency stop device or in any other 

application where failure of the product could result in personal injury. Take electrostatic discharge 

precautions during installation, and do not exceed device ratings.

Before setting up the Optergy Air wireless sensor and transceiver, you must first have set up the Optergy 

P864 controller. Please follow the Optergy P864 installation guide prior to proceeding with this sensor and 

transceiver installation. 

With your Optergy P864 setup, you can begin the installation of the Optergy Air transceiver. 
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Before Installation

View the Optergy P864 

Datasheet >

The P864 is an edge controller that can add smart monitoring and control to any building. 

The controller can operate on an enterprise IP network, be added to any legacy BACnet 

network, or operate stand alone.

The P864 controller can directly control its inputs and 

outputs using BACnet IP and MS/TP.

The P864 controller can host control logic, schedules, 

trends, alarms and is expandable using the 864e 

expansion modules up to 144 hardware data points. 

The P864 controller can be powered using PoE+ (Power 

over Ethernet) which simplifies communication wiring and 

power needs.

Web based programming

MODELS

P864 (programmable IO controller)

P864-VAV (programmable IO controller fitted with AFS-864, 

airflow & pressure sensor)

864e (expansion IO module connects to P864 & P864-VAV)

AFS-864 (optional clip-on airflow sensor)

MAIN FEATURES

� 8 x universal inputs (24-bit resolution)

� 6 x binary outputs 

� 4 x analog outputs (12-bit resolution) 

� Add up to 7 additional (864e) input/output modules 

� TCP/IP or RS-485 connectivity

� Ethernet switched in/out (10/100 Mbps)

� Powered via PoE+ (IEEE 802.3 AT), 24 VAC, 24 VDC

� BACnet IP to MS/TP Router

� Web based programming logic

� Local web page configuration (https)

� Intellectual property safeguards 

� VAV application (optional airflow sensor AFS-864)

� BACnet IP and MS/TP

� 150 trendlogs

� 100 alarms   

� 10 schedules

� 10 calendars

� 10 notification classes   

� MS/TP baud: 9.6, 19.2, 38.4, 76.8, 115.2 kbps

� Modbus Gateway

� Rest API

Master Controller Central Plants

Large built up AHU

Small Building

Unitary Controller Air Handling Unit

Fan Coil Unit

Variable Air Volume

Lighting Control

Energy Metering

APPLICATIONSAIRFLOW SENSOR OPTION (AFS-864)

� Field replaceable

� No offset, no zero-point drift, 

hysteresis free

� Accurate and long-term stable 

(even below 1 Pa or .004’’ w.c.)

� Pressure range of up to ±500 Pa 

(±2 inch H2O / ±5 mbar)

� Calibrated and temperature compensated 

(-20°C to + 55°C, -4°F to + 131°F) 

View the Optergy P864 

Installation Guide >

Use the 2 screw holes to 
fasten with self tapping 
screws.
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P864 Installation

Mount the P864 in one of two ways:

The P864 is a BACnet programmable 
controller that is used in control 
applications. 

Common applications include: 
HVAC, Lighting and Energy 
Management.

Installation: Mounting

Mount the controller to a 
DIN rail.
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View the Optergy Air

Transceiver Datasheet >

OVERVIEW

We remove the complexity of connecting and integrating your air 

quality data. The Optergy Air range uses a transceiver and sensor 

pair that communicates the required environmental information. 

Used in conjunction with the Optergy P864, we give you a 

one-stop-shop to easily collect all your information whether 

you’re working onsite or remotely.

Radio Frequency

UL Classification Operating Control
Independently Mounted Control

HARDWARE SPECIFICATIONS

Circuit Type For use in Class 2 Circuit only

Pollution Degree Rating Pollution Degree 2

Data Interval 5 seconds (Temperature & Humidity)

2.4 GHz

Working Voltage 24 VDC

Working Current Average < 50 mA

Standby Current < 10 mA

Scope of Application Indoor use, UL Enclosure Rating Type 1

Maximum Cable Length 100 feet (30 meters)

Working Temperature  -4℉ to 140℉ (-20℃ to 60℃)

Transmission Distance up to 100 feet indoors (30 meters)
up to 164 feet outdoors (50 meters)

Dimensions W 3.7in (95mm) x L 2.2in (55mm) x H 1in (25mm)

Weight 0.13 pounds (60 grams)

Model Number BG-1000 (Transceiver)

Ratings
E507611

Rated Impulse Voltage 330V

Country of Origin Australia

The Optergy Air transceiver is used to facilitate communication 

between the Optergy P864 controller and the Optergy Air 

wireless sensor range. Simple to install and use, you’ll be 

measuring and communicating environmental metrics with the 

snap of a finger.

Optergy Air Transceiver

(BG-1000)

Quick & Easy Connection

Reliable & Accurate Communication

The Optergy Air transceiver is used to facilitate communication 

DIMENSIONS

UL, FCC & CE: This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC 

rules. Operation is subject to the following two conditions: (1) 

This device may not cause harmful interference, and (2) This 

device must accept any interference received, including 

interference that may cause undesired operation.

3.62in
(92mm)

R0.59in
(15mm)

TOP

FRONT

2.13in
(54mm)

0.91in
(23mm)

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PEiowYu7kTseMic-es-fbczGIC9QsoUy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CCxIBp3pyYKcJhaJI09nkWaQ0dW_Fwhi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MobXTHlyqAROIlUIx0M4vaSQkXdyVQDQ/view?usp=sharing
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Transceiver (BG-1000)

The transceiver is used to facilitate communication between the 

Optergy P864 controller and the wireless sensor. Its appearance is 

similar to some of the Optergy Air wireless sensor range, however 

it can be easily differentiated once opening the back plate. The 

sensor requires batteries and the transceiver does not. 

To connect the transceiver to the Optergy P864 controller, wire 

the transceiver’s terminal to the Optergy P864’s terminals as per 

the image below.

Wiring

Optergy P864

DATA 2 +

DATA 2 -

Transceiver

DATA +

DATA -

GND 864e/Gwy

VDC +

GND

24 VDC +

Note: Please ensure that the power and 

data are wired to their respective 

terminals.

Transceiver (BG-1000) Sensor (BW-TH)



Not Paired Paired

Pair

Remove
Pair

Once the transceiver has been connected to the Optergy P864 controller, navigate to the user interface of 

the controller. When connected, the Optergy P864 user interface will show a tab labelled ‘Wireless Data”. 

Note: If this tab is still not visible, please refer to the troubleshooting section below.

When on this page, click ‘pair’ or manually press and hold the transceiver’s button for two seconds to put 

the transceiver into ‘pairing mode’. Whilst in this mode, manually press and hold the associated sensor’s 

pair button for two seconds or until the transceiver and sensor both flash green twice a second. This 

indicates a successful pairing. 

Once in the paired state the Optergy Air wireless sensor will flash green once every thirty seconds, and it 

will display a card in the user interface. This card will show all of the sensor’s metrics, the ability to blink the 

sensor’s LED for identification, and an option to remove the sensor pairing from that slot. The sensor 

metrics are exposed as BACnet objects as per the table on the following page.
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The state of the Optergy Air transceiver 

and sensor can either be paired, or not 

paired.

There are two ways to enter the 

transceiver into pairing mode; through 

the Optergy P864 user interface, or 

manually using the pairing button on the 

transceiver.

Pairing



Low Battery Level Warning BI-102 No units

Sensor Locating LED BO-101 No units

Sensor Online Status BI-20031 Shows whether this sensor is detected (This BI’s

description will show the version number and the 

sensor’s serial number)

Optergy Air Sensor 1

Sensor Description BACnet Object
Units 
(auto assigned based on the Optergy P864 configuration)

Temperature AI-101 °C or °F

Humidity Level AI-102 %rH

If a sensor is required to be removed for any reason, this can be completed in the user interface or 

physically using the sensor’s button. Simply click ‘Remove’ in the user interface to remove the pairing, or 

otherwise click and hold the pairing button for two seconds on the wireless sensor.
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Optergy Air Transceiver

Units 
(auto assigned based on the Optergy P864 configuration)

Transceiver Detected BI-20008 Shows whether the transceiver is detected

(This BI’s description will show the version number)

Sensor Slot Paired Status BI-20021 Shows whether this sensor slot is paired to a sensor

Enable Pairing BO-102 No units

Description BACnet Object
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When it comes to mounting, there are considerations for both the transceiver and the sensor.

Transceiver (BG-1000)

When mounting the transceiver there are two important components to consider; the distance of the 

transceiver from the Optergy P864 controller, and distance from the wireless sensors.

The transceiver can be run up to 30m from the Optergy P864 controller, and it is best practice to run this as 

close to the wireless sensors as possible to account for any attenuation caused by environmental obstacles. 

Note: Obstacles will cause different amounts of attenuation based on the material they are made of, and 

whether they completely close-off an area or not.

It is good practice to test the connection with sensors when all obstacles are in-place to ensure the trans-

ceiver can still effectively communicate with its paired sensor.

Wireless Sensor

When mounting the wireless sensor it is important to factor in the height of the sensor from the ground, the 

environment that the sensor is in, and the distance between the sensor and the transceiver. 

An important component of the sensor’s accuracy also depends on the height of installation, and the 

environment. When mounting, ensure that:

 1. The sensor is not mounted in areas that could inherently affect the temperature or air quality, and  

 thereby affect the accuracy of readings. This can include: direct sunlight, drafty areas etc.

 2. The sensor is not mounted near any devices that could inherently affect the temperature or air  

 quality, and thereby affect the accuracy of readings. This can include: printers, scanners etc.

When mounting, it is also recommended that the sensor be mounted 1.5m from floor level to best indicate 

the thermal comfort of the space.

The sensor is made up of two components; the backplate, and the sensor body. In order to mount the 

device please follow the steps outlined on the following page.

Mounting



Installation Instructions
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1
Remove wall plate from 

the housing using a flat 

head screw driver. 
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2
Remove the 4 pin 

socket from the 

housing. 

3
Place wires in the 

4 pin socket and 

tighten using a 

screwdriver.  

15-35mm

4
Place wired 

socket back into 

the connector at 

the base. 

5
Screw wall plate 

into chosen 

substrate surface. 

Where mechanical 

fasteners are not 

appropirate, use 

double sided tape.   

6
Steps 7 and 8 

outline how to 

secure the 

housing to the 

wall plate.

7
Hook the two 

prongs found on 

the housing into 

the receiving 

holes found at the 

top of the wall 

plate, as shown.    

CLICK!

8
Rotate housing 

towards the wall 

until it clicks with 

the wall plate.

9
Once fixed to the 

wall, rotate the 

housing as required 

to achieve a vertical 

position.



Transceiver

LED Behaviour

Green flash every two seconds

Blue flash twice every second

Green flash twice a second

Description

Transceiver is not in pairing mode, but is connected to/looking 

for connected sensors.

Transceiver is in pairing mode.

Transceiver indicates that a pairing action was successful.

Wireless Sensor

LED Behaviour

Green flashes twice a seconds

Description

Sensor indicates that a pairing action was successful.

Blue flashes once every thirty seconds

Green flash every thirty seconds

Sensor is not paired/in an idle state or sensor is disconnected.

The sensor has been paired with a transceiver and is operating 

appropriately.
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At various times of the setup of the device, or in the troubleshooting of the device, both the transceiver or 

sensor may flash their LEDs in varying frequencies and colours. If unsure as to the state of the device please 

refer to the following table:

Signals



If you are unable to see the wireless sensor tab in the Optergy P864 interface, it 

could be for the following reasons:

 1. The Optergy P864’s version does not support the transceiver.

 2. The transceiver is unable to communicate with the Optergy P864.

Please ensure that the Optergy P864 is on version v6.0.5 or above in order to 

support the addition of the user interface with the transceiver.

If the Optergy P864 is on the right version, then the problem will be due to an 

inability to communicate with the transceiver. Please ensure that the transceiver 

is correctly connected with the Optergy P864 controller as described in the 

‘Wiring’ section above. 

“I’m unable to see 

the wireless sensor 

tab in the Optergy 

P864 user interface.”

If you are experiencing this there may be a communication issue between the 

transceiver and the sensor. This could be due to the sensor being out of range 

of the transceiver, or having run out of battery. In either scenario the sensor will 

remain ‘paired’ with the transceiver. 

The user interface will indicate this state by continuing to show the sensor card, 

however with a transparent overlay that states ‘disconnected’. As soon as 

communication has returned between the transceiver and the sensor, this 

overlay message will disappear.

“I can’t see my sensor 

data in the user 

interface, and I have 

a status of 

disconnected.“
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You may encounter scenarios where you will require to troubleshoot your devices.

Use the below common questions or scenarios to help:

Troubleshooting


